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The inspection report on our new home says we have built wooden-truss-roofs. What is it? Bob M., Cincinnati This means that the roof is built with triangular truss-shaped (usually) two-by-four wood held together with steel gusset panels. A truss is not a truss, the only long piece of wood is cut to shape the spot, bringing the roof load to an outer wall. That
must work with a pair of bare joists or a structural member called a collar tie that stretches the rafters to prevent them from spreading. The truss extends the width of the building and does not require wall support below. This offers more options in terms of interior wall location. But here's the catch: Trusses don't allow much storage space in the attic. In
addition, a truss can bend upwards in winter because its base remains relatively warm and dry when its upper members are wet and cool. Called rafters, this phenomenon is responsible for nail heads that appear through finished plaster walls and small cracks where the walls meet the ceiling. There are construction methods that can reduce this or hide it, but
it's a theme for another day. This story appears in the March 2017 issue of Popular Mechanics. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users provide their email address. You can find more information about this content and similar content at piano.io You can call a truss a rafter, but it is basically the skeleton
of the roof, bearing the weight of the frame and supporting the walls of the building. Trusses are critical to preventing walls from bending or bending, more importantly for buildings and houses with more than two floors. The construction trusses are often connected to each other with galvanized metal plates and connected together in a triangle. Most of the
time, for smaller buildings and houses, the truss is made of wood because it is reliable and easy to work, but it is not uncommon for trusses to be made of aluminum, steel, or other materials. Most of the time what material the trusses will be made of will depend on the budget of the project. If you are making your own rafters, you need to make sure you set
out everything before you start. You want to make sure you have all the right tools, materials, and equipment, and you need to make sure you know what you're doing. If you have any doubts, it may be safer for you to higher a contractor to make and set up the truss. There are a few different methods for building trusses, below you will find the basic
instructions for building a side roof truss, which will be your average construction rig. To begin with, make sure you have the following: 2x6 or 2x8 wood 2x4 wood galvanized steel connecting plate (gusset plate) Screw (at least 1-1/2 inch) 3 inch screw floor Select wood for TrussesThe thickness of wood that you want to use will depend on how much weight
the truss will Generally, 2x6 or 2x8 size wood is used, but to replenish smaller homes, sheds, and buildings, 2x4s may be enough. Buy the highest quality wood that you can for the top cho cho chong (two pieces of wood that define the courtyard of the roof) and the outer segments of the bottom wire (the bottom piece of the truss that form the bottom of the
triangle) of the truss. These will support the most weight, causing the most stress on the wood. Check to make sure that the wood is straight when you look from one end to the other. If the wood is curved, you want to make sure to place the curve downwards, so that when the weight is placed on the truss, the curve is flattened. You don't want to have the
bottom of the curve on top, as it will only bend further with weight. Steel plates hold the truss togetherMeasuring, cutting, and buildingmeasure and cutting wood that you will use for the triangular part of the truss with the appropriate size of the roof meets the appropriate building code for a truss. Once all the wood has been cut, fit the pieces together to
ensure that the butt sizes tightly together. If the pieces fit properly, use this truss as a model for the rest of the trusses needed for the construction. Use galvanized steel connector plates (gusset sheets) to ensure wood in a triangle with screws is at least 1-1/2 inches long. Add a 2x4 splint to dissect the center of the triangle to add more support at a 90 degree
angle from the bottom of the center of the angle to the top of the truss. Depending on the design of the truss, the length and angle of the braces will vary. Protect the truss into the frame and leave a proper overhang. Protrusion will depend on the size of the building or house and the courtyard of the roof. Attach the trusses to the frame every 2 feet, protecting
them with 3-inch floor screws. Bracing the trusses in place and checking plumply before securing the frame. Sheathing added on top of the trusses will provide final support for the roof trusses. Building Trusses to CodeWhen construction trusses, you need to make sure you adhere to any architectural specifications. Make sure your wood is under code. For
the most part, you want to stick with wood that contains between 7% and 19% moisture and is a fire retardant. You want to check the building code to make sure that: The length and measurements for the truss are correctThe yard and angle are appropriateThe interior braces are screwed into the correct parts of the triangle and at the exact angleThe size
wood you are using is recommended for the construction of size or additionThe truss design is suitable for roof design in accordance with the national design specification for wood construction, National design standards for metal plates connecting wood truss construction, and code of Jurisdiction.Installing a TrussYou must install a truss manually , either by
forklift or crane depending on the size of the truss and of the building. The truss should be done and moved vertically to reduce stress on the joints. The truss installed manually should be slipped into place on the sidewall and rotated into place using poles. The longer the interval, the more people you need to reduce the stress on the truss. Make sure the
trusses are supported at the joints and tops while being raised and moved. As mentioned above, you want to use one truss per two legs, unless otherwise specified. Framing TrussesThis article is accurate and true to the best of the author's knowledge. The content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and is not a substitute for personal advice
or professional advice in business matters, financial, legal or technical.Commentsjuliet on July 25, 2018: please woo's name used for trussesScott Sanders on June 30, 2018: I have a double-s wide mobile home built in 1971. I have completely upgraded and renovated the house. The house has all 2x4 constructions but the roof truss is only 1x2 with 1/8
wood paneling to support vertically. I want to add an overhang to my house to improve the removal of water in winter with the addition of seamless gutters. To achieve this overhang, I wanted to remove the existing metal roof steel plate and add 2x4 trusses in between the existing 1x2 trusses (so I don't disturb my new plaster ceiling) extending out on the
outer walls. The roof doesn't have any attic space so I don't see this idea as a problem since attic access is non-existent. My question is:1). Does this sound like a good idea?2). What design would be best for the rig?3). Is this a project I can do alone. (I have skills) MineraRoofTrusses on February 12, 2018: Great article, keep them coming! To extend the
installation process, we have some detailed installation instructions on our website that can be useful. K on August 31, 2017: I'm doing an additional 20' x 24', what can I do and I can do vault ceiling, how? Joshua Woodsman on November 23, 2016: The article was presented very nicely! Trusses are really very important and proper preparation before a
building is very important. I just want to add that you can have a roof truss on very small buildings such as small houses, cabins or even sheds, in their simplest form but still take advantage of the actual triangular shape and how it works with loads. I wrote an article, explaining in more detail what the roof truss covers so if anyone is interested, I always
appreciate a feedback :)marty July 4, 2016: Seriously can I build a 1/2 pull safety trust? Nootch April 15, 2016: Surprised to find that the heel rig is not shown ... I like it. this is because they allow the installation of proper insulation above the walled intersection, where it needed.hughiewells@yahoo.ca on January 31, 2016: the recipe for trussesJohn on
September 23, 2015: correct answer [url] /url]Steel Engineer from Kiev, Ukraine on May 30, 2013:Jeff Whitley: Trusses provides party stability for the walls. When the wind hits the broadside of a wall, the force shifts half down the anchor bolt in the bottom plate and half up into the roof system. Roof diaphragm (usually 7/16 plywood) conveys loads to
perpendicular walls, and into anchors and foundations. This is why the truss must be tied down for lifting, and there is also blocking attached to the top wall plate. Personally, I recommend buying production rigs. They are fast and efficient, deliver, and will give you a report that shows the bearing and enhancement of each rig is different. Buildings are not
designed just to stand under normal conditions. They are designed to withstand an earthquake or wind event for 50 years (There is a 2% chance each year of such an event.) You don't know if it's built right until it's tested. Jeffn19 from Boston, MA on January 30, 2013: We had a lot of requests recently to build roof tresses in Windham NH. I think the main
reason is because of the inclement New England weather experienced homes. A well-structured house will allow the property to stand up against heavy snow and frequent rainstorms in the area. Luckado from Hawaii on December 18, 2012: Interesting post. I have never heard of anyone building their own trusses. Usually they go with rafters instead. As a
builder, I like trusses because of the longer span and the speed with which they go up. thanks for sharingdavyfetons on December 8, 2012:hello dennis it took me ages to find it this is the web address filling address,check out there great prices, tell them mr fetonssaid you would get him sortedmartinabanaford on July 31, thanks for sharingdavyfetons on
December 08, 2012:hello dennis it took me ages to find it this is the web address filling address,check out there great prices,tell them mr fetonssaid you would get him sortedmartinabanaford on July 31, thanks for sharingdavyfetons on December 31 08, 2012:hello dennis it took me ages to find it this is the web address filling address,check out there great
prices,tell them mr fetonssaid you would get him sortedmartinabanaford on July 31, thanks 2012 : you ok steven if you still need them this is linkfilling address, they have a wealth of knowledge, say I said you would sort him outImReady2heal May 9, 2012: I helped my dad and uncle build a garage 30'X30' 45 years ago. The roof is quite light, the 1 X4 median
machine under the usual tin. Time ole waves barn news. SO, there's not much weight on it. We built the trusses very simply, a King Post in the center, and 2 corners braces on either side of the article. They use, simply 3/8 plywood gussets, VERY barely covers the cracks where the wood comes together. NO glue, and they only use 8 penny nails, nailed, of
course. Over the years, everything has been stored on top of the joist part of the truss, not a lot, but, some wood, and long things. My point for this comment is to state that this roof, with the craft truss still holds perfectly after 45 years. None of us are carpenters by any means, but, the two garages remain as solid as a rock. I have been building, now, for
about 35 years, and, have handled the trusses of many Type. I've built many trusses, 30' is probably the widest range. I believe most people don't really understand how strong a rig is. I will test a homemade truss joist that I will build on 2 X4 wood, with the tables on and under laid flat. Then I'll see how much weight it will hold. I think most people are thinking
too much truss too much. Proper bracing angle makes the truss, basically, a piece of solid wood. Just my thoughts... wilbert February 1, 2012: that's fine, but I still feel that the truss is designed to carry the coating of a roof over a buildind or a house. And so some consideration has been remembered how to powerThe weight of the truss, the weight of the
cover and other loads such as chimneys, aircons, and any other loads that can be added. Wood Structure Fan December 17, 2011:Hi! Very good tutorial how to make wodden rigs. I wonder where you made the pictures of the truss. I'm doing a site about strucutre wood in my language. is a great pleasure o kind of structure. Do a good job!! Jeff Whitley
August 16, 2011: Clarification, Truss or the beam system for roofs often don't support the walls, which is the other way around. ;-)Terry May 3, 2011:A friend of mys hired me to help him build some 80' clear span wooden trusses. we use the bottom 2X12 course and 2X12 for rafters. with bracing 2X4. we use 1/2 plywood gussets on both sides of the gussets
that are glued and nailed. We put them in 4'centers. They have been used for three years in an equestrian arena. North of Oh. we had up to 5' snow on the roof. No problem at all. We are trying to find plans for a 100' rig. we want to build another, bigger arena.steve jenkins on July 24, 2011: Obviously Ghost 32 is an expert, and can't read between the lines of
the article.. other than his ridiculous after thinking, I found your article really good.mike April 23, 2011: I want to build a 30 x 32 garage that will be a fink span rig 30 feet clear span without a central support.jps March 29, 2011: YES It is rather amazing how trusses work However REAL work is really in the TECHNICAL process which is VITAL to its success.
The technical process is sure that there is more than abundant vertical support to allow the principal to deflect the weight for the intended range of any rig to be installed. These principal weight deviations take into consideration the overall weight of the roof floor and roofing materials to be used and also the fact that multiple layers of roofing can eventually be
added to the overall weight factor. Its all about MATH!c d b January 31, 2011:I hope you have the technique to support your homemade rafters. These will never pass the code without a design design a layer of wood and size. Also detail each match connection details.. ricoshea October 21, 2010: Metal plates should be pressed on and plywood should be
used for home and when built properly, you will have a rig for a lifetime.dennisf1959 September 10, 2010: I appreaciate information and I also agree with Ghost32. I ran into the same problem attaching metal plates so I contacted a local welding shop to make a clamp frame that I could use a hydralic jack 20 tons with. I built 13 24' double span fink style
trusses using 2x4 wood. I used them to build a small 24'x24' workshop with no central support wall. They held up great and there was no sag. Recently, a friend of mys built a building similar to mys. He also built his own trusses using 7/16 plywood, nails and waterproof glue on both sides. Although his building has been used for steam for more than a year,
his trusses are holding up remarkably well. Ghost32 March 22, 2010: Interesting. I built the shell of our new home in rural Arizona one-handed (only the outer mortar had to wait for warmer weather) but there were trusses built by a local specialty company. A few comments and/or questions: 1. I've never even heard of fireproof wood for trusses. That's a new
one about me!2. The trusses are delivered in a pile, a little before they are needed. I pulled them in place of myself, on the sidewall as you state (how else??), but there was no support until they reached the central wall bearing. So half the lead has tended to flex aside at the mending plate joints just a tad, but not enough to threaten structural stability.
Conclusion: It is true enough that they should be moved vertically to prevent stress, but right? Not. I do not have to do much, and get help or equipment just to c ladder a truss ... Don't think so. :)3. Your center refers to attaching repair arrays, but not how. One reason I went with them to get done was because I suspected doing it correctly involving presses
that could flatten the panels into the wood. Over the years, a handful I've added through sledgehammers have been difficult to apply – one side is all set, but when you hit the other side, one first pops out again, and so forth and so on. Any clues? After all, I may need to know that one day.3. Yes, we're putting our legs in the middle.4. Now I know the design
used by the company is a Modified Queen (Multi-Panel), and according to your chart, that makes sense. They're low pitches (as I indicated), 2 in 12, and 36 feet in length - right in the ballpark for the Revised Queen. (Although I didn't trust that completely and had built the central bearing wall before installing the truss.) 5. Your article mentions that 2 x 4 wood
can be fine for smaller projects. Well, I have to say, yes, I've seen larger wood used... but 90% of all the attics I've seen, and all but one residential architecture, has been built with 2 x 4 wood. Maybe it's just that I just know folks from the cheap side of the songs? Overall, thanks for a solid article! Article! Write!
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